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Architecture Design Studio VII 2017-2018 Fall Semester By Designer: Bircan INAN
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Architecture Design Studio VII 2017-2018 Fall Semester By Designer: Mehmet Ata Sayar
Eskişehir Technical University Architectural Department: B. Ekimci & M. İnceoğlu Studio
2017-2018 Fall Semester Architectural Design Studio V (A), VII (C) Student Proposals about derelict industrial site: Locomotive Repair Workshop (The Roundhouse Railway Workshop) in Eskişehir / Turkey.
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Architecture Design Studio VII 2017-2018 Fall Semester By Designer: Ömer Barış Ateş
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Architecture Design Studio VII 2017-2018 Fall Semester By Designer: Mehmet Ata Sayar
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Architecture Design Studio VII 2017-2018 Fall Semester By Designer: Begüm TAŞKENT
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Architecture Design Studio VII 2017-2018 Fall Semester By Designer: Mehmet Ata Sayar